YEAR REPORT 2007
2007 was our first full year of activities of the Palestinian Circus School. What started in August
2006 as a crazy dream with a first circus workshop for 10 young adults, has now become a team of
people determined to establish a real lasting organisation. At the end of 2007, we can only
conclude that we are growing up fast and the prospects for 2008 are even better: more activities, a
bigger network, more students and more international cooperation. All this being the fruit of our
hard work and of the big support of many people in Palestine and abroad to make our dream come
true.
We thank SDC, TIPH, Broederlijk Delen and the French Consulate General for their first real donor
support to organize our activities in 2007. We of course also thank all the circus people form
abroad that have passed by to support us and that believe in us. And in last instance we thank all
small initiatives of fundraising that have made it possible to do al this marvellous work this year,
A ‘NEW’ NAME
The First Palestinian Circus School has dropped „the First‟ in his name. We now are officially “The
Palestinian Circus School – PCS”,
We continue on the same ambitious path to become a real full time circus school in Palestine,
training en creating real circus artists, reaching out with our circus arts to remote areas in the
country, developing astonishing shows for everybody to enjoy, strengthening cooperation and
exchange with circuses worldwide, and more and more, ….
In 2007 we became a real official NGO registered with the Palestinian National Authority.
A LOCATION!!
The Palestinian Circus school is extremely proud to announce that since January 1, 2007, we have
our own location in the centre of Ramallah! We are housed in the gallery on the fourth floor at Al
Kasaba Theatre and Cinematheque in a perfectly equipped place for our trainings. We will stay
here at least for one year, until we purchase our own circus tent!
An enormous thanks to Grazia Dentoni from Sardinia and to Florence and Paolo Stratta from the
Scuola de Circo In Torino who made it possible for us to rent the location already for the first half
of the year!

TRAINERS FROM THE UK
We were again lucky people to receive Lorraine and Bruce from the UK during 10 days in December
2007. Lorraine is a professional areal teacher at CircusSpace in Londen, and thaugt our students
hard work, stretching the feet on the trapeze. Bruce goes on the trapeze and is a great clown.

SHOW CIRCUS BEHIND THE WALL IN FRANCE
The school was invited to go to France in April to perform its show “Circus Behind the Wall”
organized by the Palestinian collective of Fresnes and the French Consulate General in Jerusalem.
We performed the show there 2 times, for a total audience of 400 people.

TRAINING OF TRAINERS
After receiving a visit in Palestine of the
Director of the CNAC (Centre National des
Arts de Cirque), France, we were invited with
the main group of trainers and students to
take a workshop at their school. 3 weeks of
intensive workshops in acrobatics, aerials and
juggling were taken in April, which helped in
making a huge progress in the team‟s skills

CIRCUS CLUBS
In February 2007, we opened the first weekly training sessions in circus in Ramallah. We called this
project the circus clubs. In Ramallah we had one group of 15 kids, another of 15 adults and of
course the training of the main students/trainers group of 7 participants. They used to train once a
week.
One month later – in March 2007 – we started training two groups of children in Hebron, 10 girls
and 13 boys in cooperation with TIPH and SHAREK.
And in May 2007, we started with weekly trainings in Jenin for a group of 23 boys and girls in
cooperation with the Freedom Theatre.

SUMMER SCHOOL
5 of the circus members got an intensive 2 week-workshops of Acrobat, clowning and juggling with
7 performers from “Clowns without Borders/ France” in July 2007.

MOBILE CIRCUS
After the intensive workshops of the summer
school, 3 participants from the Palestinian
Circus School together with the 7 performers
from “Clowns Without Borders/ France” came
up with a show, which was performed in the
refugee camps of Al Jalazone, Al Amari,
Askar, Jenin and Shuafat, in the villages of
Safa and Yatta and the cities of Hebron,
Nablus and Ramallah. In total 10 shows were
performed for an average audience of 5000
children and their families.
This is how the “Mobile Circus Tour” was
born.

NOTELE + PAC VISIT
In November 2007, we had a visit from a Belgian TV “Notele” who came to film some parts of the
circus life in the Circus School, with some members of Presence Action Culturelles (PAC), a social
movement in Belgium. Their visit was organised in the framework of the preparation of a big
project, called “Asseoir L‟espoir” that will be launched in 2008.

